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"The Utility of the Concept of Agen -Setting
and Implications for Political Communication

Coiiniatien researchers recognize the utility of models for des-

cribing the cctinication process and fo

building.
1

This report discusces a communication model and recent research in

ge ting research as stepe in theory

mass media which, together, enhRnce our understanding of political communication.

The Westley-MacLean model of communication adequat

functions of mass media on a broad level.
2

describes the nature and

research in agenda-setting

uggests a refined perspective of the model and implications for political

communication research.

The Westley-MacLean _.1 fulfills the three functions ofmodels

described by Miller: communicative, predictive, and heurietic (research-

generating It is descripti ommunicative) in that it isolates relevant

dimensions of the communication process. For purposes of this a -lysis, the

impOrtant constructs are revealed in a modified version of the model.

esent ":ral vorld'

-* "covered" (observed) by a media reporte-

-r neva "data. ese Dheno-

nd reports of the

are transmitted through tbs gatekeeping channels of media institutional

(C), such as editors. The selected pheni are repOrted to the pall.° (B

The model is predictive in that it implies that SOW communication prodesses

mediate the calection Of news data by a reporter: selective perception,

selective retention, abstraction, etc The model is also researc Ung

3
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in that it calls attention to imDortant research questions: (1) Eaw is the

public's coirunieatiori behavior affected by the process of "mass-mmtdia _n"?

In other words, in terms of the model, what is the fun tion of the C---+B

process? (2) What factors affect selection by _eporters of certain news data?.

What influences the )process? What factors influence the gate-

keepng processes? What affects the A---4.0 process? Obviously, the answers

to t:lese broad questions are very complex, but a brief review of recent

research suggests that the concept of agenda-setting may be usefully super-

imposed on the Westley-MacLean model to reveal partial answers to some of these

questions and to suggest some implicatio-
4

Studies hy McCombs and associates have revealed that the public's

"reality" is shaped by the mass media functioning as agenda-setters. That is,

the mass media structure the pUblic's perceptions and judgments of "-ality" by

controlling the news which reaches the public. This view of the role played by

the media has a good deal of common sense appeal, particularly in political

matters, as suggested by McComba and Shaw:

Etacei Olearn not only about a given issue, but also how much

importance to attach to that issue from the amount of information

in a news story and its position. In reflecting what candidates

are saying during a campaign, the mass media may yell determine

the important issue that is the media may set the "agenda"

of th campaign.5

During the 1958 Presidential , cCombo and Shaw content-analyzed news

reports in selected North Carolina newspapers, national pUblications, and network

television broadcasts. They correlated the findings with. North Carolina registered

voters' interview responses to a question which asked them to outline the key

issues as they saw them, "regardless of what the candidates might he saying

at the ent_'- Me study revealed, in part, that (I) "the media exerted a

4
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considerable impact on ters' judgnts of what they considered the major

issues of the campaign;"7 (2) while "candidates placed widely different

emphasis upon different issues, the judgments of the voters se to reflect the

composite of the mass media coverage;"8 ( ) whereas ona might expect voters to

selectively collect, pereve, and retain information or ented to their poli-

tical predispositions, voters who were not firmly committed early in the

campaign attended well to all he news.
.9

The author convincingly rejected

alternative explanations which contradict the agenda-setting hypothesis. For

example, voters and media are not simply reacting to similar phenOmena because

few voters have alternative means of obserying day- -day Presidential campaigns.

Utilizing the agenda-setting concept, in subsequent research MeComba and Weaver

developed a theoretic base from which to predict patterns of information

acquisition by a sample of North Carolina voters from media during the 1972

election.
10

They derived a model for receivers' behavior.

Issue Relevance (Salience

Huh need for
orientation

Hi -------) Uncertainty (infOrmation

Analysis of

rived from

tended to confirm the wedicted hypotheses

tic model: "high need" receivers more fr

Moderate need
for orientation
(information)

Low need for
orientation
(information

used

nedia for pol tical information than "modera need" receivers'. and mode -te,

need" receivers more frequently used media than "icor:need" receivers; also, the

5
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agenda of national political issues among "high d receivers more close

approximated the azenda of issues provided by media than the agenda of

e_ -te sd" recei -d the agenda _f national political issues among

"moderate neea eceivers more closely approximated the agenda of issues pro-

vided by media than the agenda of "low need" receivers.

The McComb -Shaw atudy and the McCombs-Weaver _ lidated the

concept of agenda-setting and provided a theoret c framework. In particular,

their research revealed some consequences of agenda-setting and thus clarified

the C---4B process. Additional research revealed a refinement of the agenda

setting concept and. explored agenda-setting outside of the campaign arena.

Extensive survey evidence made it apparent tbet respondents regarded the

Watergate affair as much more salient eaevant) to them in spring, 1974, t -n

in fall, 1973. A newspaper content analysis for that period by Weaver and

Spellman confirmed increased coverage of Watergate, and a panel of North

Carolina vOters vas interviewed during the same period to assess agenda-se

relationships.
11

The authors found support for a revised model of receive

behavior.

Sall nce of

Use of media or Orien
(information)

Interpersonal discasion
of Watergate

A subsequent study by Weaver and Wiihoit sought to discover predict

variables for agenda-setting in neva coverage of U.S. Senators That i

the study was concerned with determinante of mass media sending -;..!ihavior

mr+A process and the A iC process. A massiVe sample of nmws media

including Seadees Guido to Pariodicaljateraturt and Public A
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B411etin, news magazines and Eastern and Western "prestige" nevspape _, were

content-analyzed for references to Senators. The best predictors of re e ences

were "L _r population size, 'inner club stet- for De ats) number of

bills introduced in the Senate (for Republic- and the size of a Senator's

staff."

The X_ ->A process and the A- -:),C process have, of course, been

the subject of a good deal of research which preceded the development of the

agenda-setting concept. Nonetheless, the research findings may be usefully

interpreted within the agenda-setting context and Chaffee and Petrick recently

provided an overview of se of them. For example, they reviewed some of the

criteria used in assigning re to cover a story, including value,"

conflict proximity, and others.
13

They also reviewed some Of the influences

which guide reporters during their observations, such as editors' expectations

and role perce _ion
14

Finally, the nature of gatekeeping by editors- the

A---0C process, was reviewed by Chaffee and PetriCky on the basis of a single

case study of wire edit- 's decisions.
15

However, other researchers have

used research techniques with greater external validity to study the influences

on gatekeepers. For example, Buckalew found, in part that the key elements

which influence a televisiOn news editor'S jUdgments of a story are conflict,

16
high impact, prOximity, and timeliness.- There are, of course, many other

reports of gatekeeping research.17

The research briefly revie ed herein suggests that agendesetting is

an important and usefUl concept. Soi consequents and some determinants of

agenda-setting have b_ n revealed and additiOnal investigations are needed.

For example, most agenda-setting research to date has focused on matters which

are clearly political. Other issues which are less clearly political need

investigation, such as matters of the economy cOnsumerism, and morality. For

purposes of comparison and replication research In these areas might usefully
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focus on the three stages or processes which are emphasized by the model above.

Furthermore, agenda setting studies which focus principally on the X--- >A

process of reporting would be useful.

Although additional research within the age__:a-setting construct is

needed, s al implications of the concept are al eady apparent. Some

of these are emphasized by the following incident taken from a report by the

Los_Angeles Times, "Politics: How TV, Press Determine What is News.18"

This was the news on April 4, 1974:

e FBI said the SLA probab forced Patty Hearst to denounce her parents.

The Hduse Judiciary Committee gave President Nixon until Tuesday to turn
over the tapes.

Hank Aaron hit his 714th home run and tied Babe Ruth's record.

Assembly Speaker B610 Moretti blasted Secretary of State Edmund G.
Brown for putting alleged pro-Brown propaganda in a state pamphlet
mailed at taxpayers' expense. [Moretti and Brown were Primary
Gubernatorial candidatesn

The Times report suggested that news about Gubernatorial candidates did not

receive much coverage by the media, and a content analysis of the Times and

one other major-city newspaper tends to confirm the hypothesis:

Placement and Column Inches

L.A. Times San Die

Front page, 38 inches

Front page, 30 inches

Front page, 10 inches
Sports page, 114 inches

Election Story Page 30 31 inche

Hearst Story

Nixon Story

Aaron Story

Agenda-setting research indicates that the low pr

media to routine electoral matters will

matters for consumers of media reports.

leaders are selected may become less _

o Tribune

Page 14, 17 inches

Page 4, 14 inches

Front page, 4 inches
Sports page, 94 inches

Page 15, 16 inches

-rity which is assigned by

in tura affect the salience of these

Thus, the means by which political

rtant to vmters than other matters.

8
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Such a development is of no small importance because election camna gas

guide the actions of candidates after their election and thus affect the nature
19

of the political state.

The Times report offers further evidence that political news

currently emphasized less by the -edia than in previous years. For example,

KNXT, Channel 2 in Los Angeles, previously dominated its competitors in news

program ratings. When KNBC, Channel 4, gained in the ratings, KNXT's news

staff was told that people "cOncerned about coping with life--about such

things as health, consumer problems, the weather, and prices."20 KNXT eliminated

its political editor and reportedly reduced by one-half to one-third the amount

Of political news coverage. Further, in a study commissioned by CBS' 60 Minutes

show, the UC Berkeley Graduate School of Journalism analyzed a half-hour period

of televi-ion news by three competitive San Francisco stations. The study

concluded that only one-half (49%) of the 13---oadcast time is devoted to news.

(Commercials 21 port weather 11%; promotio and Juitter 7%.) And a

follow-up study of the stations for five days at the height of the 1974 GUber-

natorial Primary election found that only 21 minutes and 55 seconds were devoted

all three stations to the Democratic contest.

If political news is receiving less _outine coverage than in previous

ears, what are the inhibitors and determinants of coverage? Political cam-

paigners have turned to the use of "media events" or_ "pseudo-events" designed

to gain the attention of reporters, to facilitate reporting, and to maximize

the likelihood of reports being selected by gatekeepers and reaching the

pUblic.
21

A1thOugh many examples of candidates' use of media events are

evident, a si_ case from the 1970 California aubernatorial_caMPaign IA Par

ticularly revealing. Jess Unruh, previously

ouallginged the then-popular Bepdblican incumben_,

indicated that Unruh vas at a severe disadvantage,

he Assembly,

lls
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not solid enough to produce financial backing _needed to overcome the poll

deficit. Thus, UnrUh sought to maximize free media exposure. He kicked off

his camps gn with a labor Day visit to the residence of a wealt

Reagan adviser, Henry Salvatori. Unruh began the media event by taking

reporters to a middle-class residence in a Democratic neighborhood where an

aide displayed a p -paLd flipcard on a sta_hd. Unruh claimed that taxes on

this residence would increase 2 under a current Reagan proposal. Reporters

were then taken to the residence of Salvatori, an oil magnate, and Unruh

asserted.tha. the owner of this $700,000 residence would benefit from a $4113

tax relief under the Reagan plan. The scene described by the Los Angeles Times

was captured by local film crews and reporters.

There was Salvatori f_ -h from the tennis court, and his wife

angrily shouting thr

newsmen and staff nm

the gate at UnrUh and the horde of

ho clogged the narrow Bel-Air street

in front of the mansion. As Unruh made his brief spiel to

newsmen, . . . the oilman and his wife joined the fray and,

at times, three voices were e7:hoing in rising decibels

22
simultaneously.

Later in the campaign Unruh repeated the media e- nt tactic. For example, on

one occasion he took reporters to the offices of a life insurance company in

the prestigious financial district on Wilshire Boulevard, a major Los Angeles

thoro re: There, in shirtsleeves, UnrUh 4 0 0 set up his charts on an

easel and conducted a sidewalk seminar on what he considers the evils of tax

exemptions granted on life insurance company home office buildings."23

A candidate's use of media events is only one example of au attempt

to cope with media prOcesSes, but there are other more serios Disuse related

to mass media reporting processes. One of these is the phenomena ref co-opting

he media. Numerous recent exalee can Waited: the Arab terrorists et the
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9172 Olym the kidnapping of Mexican President Luis Echeverria's father-i

law in Se 1974; the frequent terrorist bombing of buildings in large

cities; the threat of Uganda President Idi Amin in July, 19/5, to execute writer

nnis Bills and the demand that the British Foreign Secretary visit Uganda in

order to halt the execution; etc. But perhaps the st sens tional recent

example is the SLA kidnapping of Patricia Hearst. of the Symbionese

Liberation Arrty, like other terrorists, managed to aymbolically create events

which the media would not o- -rlodk. y kidnapped Patricia Hearst the daughter

of the owner of a large media organization; they politicized the event by sending

tape lecorded messages to other media organizations; and they forced massive_

public demonstrations of syzapetlay for their purported g_-ls a food-g:_ -away

for the poor. Such sensationalist tactics demand media coverage and, as indica-

ted by agenda-setting research, affect the salience of the events for media con-

sumers. In the interests of satiating receivers' inte ests, the media continue

and increase coverage of the nts, for economic motives or for purposes of

pUblic service. Thus, co-opting the media increases consumers' perceived

salience of such matters which, in turn ems to increase coverage and perpetu

ate co-opting tactics.

On a normative level, students of communication may dep: le a

de-emphasis of routine reporting of political events and an increased number

of instances 'wherein the media are co-opted. On a research level, however,

there is a need for further investigation of the determinants and inhibitors

of news reporting and investigation of th( functions of media. The notion of

agenda-netting, as reflected in the more aneral model of Westley _and MacLean,

provides a useful conceptual framework for such investigations.
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